Friday

4:30pm - 6:00pm Opening Keynote Address
C4C: Abrams Lounge Sharon Street (NYU)
“Constructivism in Ethics and the Problem of Attachment and Loss”

Saturday

All a sessions are held in Flatirons Lounge (C4C)
All b sessions are held in S350 (C4C)

Session 1  9:00am - 9:50am

a

“Epistemology Rules”
Trevor Nyman (Northwestern University)
Comments: Andrew Chapman
Chair: Jon Spelman

b

“Virtue and Acting on Principle”
Zachary Loveless (University of Chicago)
Comments: Shane Melnitzer
Chair: Dan Lowe

Session 2  10:00am - 10:50am

a

“What Does Fallibilism Require of Epistemic Possibility”
John Komdat (University of Rochester)
Comments: Daniel Coren
Chair: Jon Spelman

b

“Why You Should Be Agnostic about Composite Objects”
Eric Sampson (University of Wisconsin, Madison)
Comments: Alex Wolf-Root
Chair: Spencer Case
Afternoon Keynote 11:00 - 12:30 (Abrams Lounge)

Benjamin Morison (Princeton)
“Five Modes of Skepticism”

—— Lunch Break: 12:30pm - 2:30pm——

Session 3 2:30pm - 3:30pm

a

“Animals & The Authority of Self-Reflection”
Matthew Hoffman (Florida State University)
Comments: Cheryl Abbate
Chair: Sofia Huerter

b

“Private Access to Physical Properties”
James Elliott (University of Rochester)
Comments: Benjamin Kultgen
Chair: Zak Kopeikin

Session 4 3:30pm - 4:30pm

a

“Ockham on Bodies Without Extension”
Francesca Bruno (Cornell University)
Comments: Philip Choi
Chair: Alex Zambrano

b

“A Multiple Models Approach to Formal Semantics”
Gabriel Dupre (University of California, Los Angeles)
Comments: Andrew Young
Chair: Zak Kopeikin

Evening Keynote 4:30pm - 6:00pm (Abrams Lounge)

Peter Carruthers (University of Maryland)
“What the Science of Working Memory Shows Us About the Nature of Human Thought or The Conscious Mind as Marionette”